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mythically? 

Presupposing that myth :i.:3 the symbolic objt?c.;"3fic' ti Jii a:. tho lived z:;;t. .arsg of t:;o 

raytPt, an objectification which articulates tha tt!Lr,nia1g zyi.9;;:otJ.f, hortee"c:`, ciisi:i.y... 

(;uï3Z7.ng subject and object (objectification .ritllo!?'t: object-if-sine.); end the?,; 

Con£i:,:i.üa."J'ïaC'C:3 of tC;_? :Fa.cx'od in the r.t-:siLlt of the 4:ïP:i:rQter:;:C2 cf ni;si;"_+:e('tii1 n 1:tT+_i.ï2 

mythic con7c:iouári.'ds, vie., the distinction z:et:iE'..*:'.l Cie arid the ;çeds, a'diei:i.nr:.ä.Ga'i 

which s`iowe itself aleo in differentiation "çret-reen the a.,cred ei.zd the negerize 

there is a step fi':.i i n1?Y'a: :`ayti'i3.c Consc:iott:+2laess to sacred S'.' tlr ec1c.3:}, and- the e't::n 
involvele an act ef 1?1"ad"SY'í3tt1?1iïìÚ resulting in a distinction. rs?'tsa'G ':zit°3 this 
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*r.°h c:1 T*ce .y occasion it? 
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Could we presnme th:i t Vesse WW! &.''1 ?:c`:t'.°l ili.: úoY':i.Gd3l period 
. during t::ì=..t^.í! "p.'353ple', 

lived with only the dure mythic conec=csusii;:ss? konld these ''peonle'` re human: ' 

jiorna sauxenr3, animsZ rátionry?,e'+ 

The distinction between the sacred and. tre profane .aoulz'i set up two realos of - 

meaning: mythic, e:oal:.ciousness rvlatirig to the realm of the sacred and. a common 

sense consciousness relating to evexy-r's^y practicality of the profane. The two 

would intermingle with the: sacr'od giving the organising sin.g and explanatory principle 

-of the profane. Then, the move to theory (;ioc.rate,s' asking for cicfinitio.r:s) m+.at 0 
r411' 

represent another step and presuppose a fv r tlif"i' differentiation. What is the -- difference" and relationship between the first step of dist:itaeuishing and the 

next of defining? 

If the above exposition is correct, is the movement not mors complicated than 

aimply feora myth to theory because of the intervening stage of distinction-mrking? 
r 
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How is it that myth can present an objectification of meaning through language .AA/ 
without introducing distinctions between subject and object, i.e., how do wo 

,, L 

/ 
gat non -objectifying objectification.3? 

nf /( 

A proposed example of mythic con;sciousneas: in the experience of a foot- 
ball game there is the experience of oneness among team and fans, i.e., there is no 
subject- object distinction operative as reason is eclipsed in the enthusiasm of the 
spectacle. The cheers shouted by the fana are the myth, for they act as an i i-- 

olee4 
mediate verbal objectification of the ritual being enacted without introducing 
a distinction between team and fans. All are living the saine experience ;and the 

-,Ly fans, in cheering, are supporting themselves as well as the team, for they do not 

27 . experience themselves as distinct. (Thusfar we have pure mythic consciousness.) 
For very ardent fana: the awareness of distinction arises when the game is over 

('"d ni""" and the team has lost and the fans realise tnc txaod not be so depreesed since they 
fen_ themselves did not really lose but only the team (unless they had money bet on the 

every- 
J' /dae 

Caere distinction between 
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world arises.) Comment on this exemple. And what aboutthequestion of lan- 
L i guago: the fans were able to articulate their myth becalms they had a language at 
: :e n r ' ej then disposed, but at the origins of huron mind no words were already available to 

become expressions of the mythic weaning..,? 
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Questions on Ellade. W. Grant 

I can't formulate my questions with the precision of ascholastic thesis. 

But I candistinguish three related areas where I feel a néed for clarification. 

1. What is this "thirst for being, for the really real"? Is "being" here 

equivalent to "meaning "? And just whatis "meaning "? A try: Meaning is a 
it 

symbolic representation of Human experience such thatzthixt renders this 
vital 

experience cognitively coherent, morally gust, and emotionally tzsubaxxxxl, .sic 
it 

idatzt In particular /has the property that the world order appears as a. 

paradigm for moral justness, and that moral jusitce and ex timmak appropriate- 

ness of feelings appear as inevitable responses to the world order. Beisdes 

the great complexity of the "meaning" of "symbol ", this definition labors under 

'the difficulty that it shifts the problem to the need and to the meaning of 

"coherence ", "justice ", and "vitality ". Animals seem to nave no such problems 

mmixilmix they behave meaningfully and their world seems to have a genetically 

prescribed meaning for hem -- without having to struggle for their meaning, 

without having options with respect to this meaning, and without the need for 

a comprehensivd symbol system. What is there about man that he gets picked on 

in this way? Is there any non- circular way to talk about meaning? Every 

statements about meaning has a meaning and is intelligible only in virtue of 

its meaning, and so simply raises an, alternate need for explication. 

2. The sacred and the profane. At first this seems rather clear: The 

sacred is the "holy" (R. Otto) and the satmadx profane is the practical and 

secular. But Ellade seems to go a step further and seems to ascribe to the 

sacred, as opposed to the profane, the power to integrate experience, go confer 

"meaning" upon an otherwise chaotic, world. Now I wonder if this isxk really so, 

and whether a scientific or aesthetic or political or economic (shades of Adam 

Smith) Weltanschauung can't be "meaningful" in the sense adumbrated above. 

On the othe hadn, if it is so, then clearly man can never ever live without 
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the "sacred", because it is impossible to carry out a meanignless existence. Mss 

w The world would be completely opaque and action would .be utterly without 
in 

motive -- after all even /the mystical dark night there is Faith. If the 

power to confer meaning is identified with the sacred, then a desacralized world 

must be one of depression so mammoth as to beyond the nightmares of even 

trained psychiatrists, It seems clear that either we must say that the 

profane is quite capable of conferring "meaning" of we must say that the sacred 
radically 

is never /absent, though it may undergo Emma transformations. These two 

views are, of course, not exclusive, and personally I believe that both are true. 

3. With respecg t o the modern world: During the period of Enlightenment, 

Science, and Liberalism, say rogghly 1700 -1900, the world seems to have been 

a pretty meaningful AND profane place. The underlying symbol Dcnc was that of 

self -contained but interacting particles -- and this model was applied with 

great meanignfuoness to the physical world:the moral world, the politicalk 

world, the economic world. All this is basically over, and conseq uently 

there is a sense of cultural vertigo. The problem with the 20th century is 

not that it is desacralized but that it is de- profanized. I t hink it 

is characterized by L) indeed a general sense of depression and meaningless- 

ness, 2) some vestiges of former faiths, some religious but most of them 

secular, 3) a poiwerful and driving sense of MAGIC, wherein technology is 

homolgized, if not to the sacred, cetainly to the preternatural, to the 

cosmic savior or the cosmic seducer depending on your point of view. (B Fuller 

vs. J. Ellul). I think thatxcx Eliade misses 1) the integratig e power 
the 

of xrmw1 profane, 2) the mythological power of technology (which Iregard as 

virtually a world religion). 
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1. Any object can become a hierophany inasmuch as it can be 

associated with a religious experience 

Jacob's dream Beth-el, house of God 

Moses,,. burning bush, take off shoes, holy ground 

Cf "causality" as intelligibility,. anything can be with, 

after, anything else . Dupré 251 

2,. Meaning as communicative cognitive effective constitutive3 METHOD 76 

Constitutive: eight year old that had never spoken 

summer camp, Mrs Jacko, cook 

existential moment when one finds out for 

one self that one has to' think out for oneself and decide for 

oneself what one is to make of one. self 

One sets about consciously and deliberately constituting 

the kind of man or woman one is to be 

One has been about it since one learned to talk 

Constitutive of community -- common meaning 

common field of experience - Keep in touch 

common understanding -.else misunderstanding, distrust, suspicion 

common judgements - else living in different worlds 

common goals purposes - else cross -purposes, conflicts 

As constitutive, meaning is constitutive of subject(s) 

All talk is about something and so about objects, but 

the concern of constitutive meaning as constitutive is not 

with objects but with the genesis, constitution, of the subject 

Man's being is being -in- the -world:, meaning is a component 

in man's being; as constitutive it is concerned with the "being" 

part of being in the world; as cognitive it is concerned with 

the world in which he is and functions 

Myth is meaning that is concerned with man's being and 

not yet very cognizant of man's world 

3. The emergence of the, distinction "sacred profane" 

It is exercite not signate; the prelitarate do not speak 

of the "sacred" or the "profane" 

Man already is in space ad and time, an organizer, a 

worker, a member of a group, moral, religious 
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Sign adequate precise determinate 

Symbol a plus of dynamism,wonder,wild surmise of Cortez 

Religious ritual already an expression of this "plus" of 

emotion, intelligibility, morality, goodness, holiness 

Myth adds saying it to doing it On the night before he 

suffered he took bread, broke it, and giving thanks he said. 

¡ 

} 

Sacred: at the center, during the ßestival,_in illo tempore, 

the ground of reality, etcf: 

Sacralization of what later distinctions will desacralize 
It 

4. Is mythic consciousness" a historical s period?' 

It is a stage in human development, but it is not a stage 

in which objective distinctions have been drawn 

It is a stage in which man's self constitution outruns 

his knowledge ofthe world, in whihc meaning is more lived 

than thematized.` 

5. Socrates's search for definitions is the Greek miracle, 

ie, the deliberate and iincipeintly organized control over 

meaning by meaning - second - level meanings 

Piaget - boys do not operate on propositions until 12 yrs 

Stages of control: classicist, historicist (ongoing devel- 

opment of controls; control by logic, control by method. 

Preparatin for Socrates: Bruno Snell, The Discovery of the Mind 

6 How do we get non-objectifying objectifications? 

Non- objectifying: ie does not set up opposition between 

subject and object; it does not because its primary concern w 

is with the self- constitution of the subject, the community 

Objectification: inasmuch as all talk is about something 

and primarily about thngs seen touched used. 

Non- objectifying objectification : using language that 
primarily is about objects to treat of . the genesis constitution 

of the subject (s) 

7. Distinction in world of immediacy (separable apart); 

'in world mediated by meaning (negative comparative judement :. 

aoout. words, about meanings of words, about the meant that is 

.merely thought, about the meant that is real); what is reality? 
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1. What is this thirst for, being? 

Man's being is being in the world, a being that is correl- 

ative to..its.world, where the correlation is conscious and inten- 

tional, where. it develops on the successive levels of experiencing, 

understanding, judging, deciding 

wthere.the.development is not, only. from below upwards but 

also from above downwards, from being in love to being morally 

good, to acknowledging. the truth, to coming to undersaisand 

that the truth is true despite its strangeness 

where the development is.not,only of the subject but 

also of the community, of the. community's achievement, of its 

advance in knowledge among other achievements. 

g; Thirst for the really real 

What is the real: the immediate? the narrow strip of space -. 

::time that each travels along in his ioWn little way; or the world" 

mediated by meaning, the, world of developing subjects 

3. Animals have.no such problems. :Cows don't have neuroses. 

4. Is there' any non- circular way to talk about meaning. 

In so far as one is only talking, NO 

In so far as one.seeks.out and'finds, the sources of meaning 

in a process of self- appropriation 

Insight seeks to do, for human knowing what Carl,Rogers 

seeks to do for his clients' feelings 

5. Is not the profane meaningful? 

Everythng is meaningful is.some sense of the word. 

But in the development (education) of the human race there 

is a gradual emergence of meanings, contrasts, distinctions 

In Eliade's contrast of sacred-profane, there is much of 

what ultimately proves to be profane that at the start is sacralixed; 

space for us is merely geometrical, the origin of coordinates is 

júst the point (0 0 0) 
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